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The effect of swirl on jets and wakes is investigated by analyzing the inviscid spatiotemporal
instability of the Rankine vortex with superimposed plug flow axial velocity profile. The linear
dispersion relation is derived analytically as a function of two nondimensional control parameters:
the swirl ratioS and the external axial flow parametera ~a.20.5 for jets,a,20.5 for wakes!. For
each azimuthal wave numberm, there exists a single unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode and an
infinite number of neutrally stable inertial waveguide modes. Swirl decreases the temporal growth
rate of theaxisymmetricKelvin–Helmholtz mode (m50), which nonetheless remains unstable for
all axial wave numbers. Forhelical modes (mÞ0), small amounts of swirl lead to the widespread
occurrence of direct resonances between the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode and the inertial
waveguide modes. Such interactions generate, in the low wave number range, neutrally stable wave
number bands separated by bubbles of instability. AsS increases above a critical value, all bubbles
merge to give rise to unstable wave numbers throughout, but the growth rate envelope decreases
continuously with increasing swirl. In the high wave number range, negative helical mode growth
rates are enhanced for small swirl and decrease continuously for large swirl, while positive helical
mode growth rates monotonically decrease with increasing swirl. For a given positive swirl,
negative modes are more unstable than their positive counterparts, although their growth rates may
not necessarily be larger than in the nonrotating case. The absolute/convective nature of the
instability in swirling jets and wakes is determined in ana2S control parameter plane by numerical
implementation of the Briggs–Bers criterion. In the absence of swirl,jets (a.20.5) become
absolutely unstable~AI ! to the axisymmetric modem50 only for a sufficiently large external axial
counterflowa,20.15. AI is found to be significantly enhanced by swirl: forS.1.61, AI occurs,
even for coflowing jets (a.0). AsS is gradually increased, the transitional mode to AI successively
becomesm50, 21, 22, 23, etc. In the absence of swirl,wakes(a,20.5) become absolutely
unstable to the bending modesm561 only for sufficiently large counterflow 11a.0.091. For
S.0.47, AI occurs even for coflowing wakes (a,21) and, asS increases, the transitional mode
to AI successively becomesm521, 22, 23, etc. This instability analysis is found to provide a
preliminary estimate of the critical Rossby number for the onset of vortex breakdown: for zero
external axial flow jets (a50), absolute/convective transition first takes place at a Rossby number
Ro[S21;0.62, which very favorably compares with available experimental and numerical
threshold values for vortex breakdown onset. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of coherent structures in jets and wake
known to be very sensitive to the nature of the underly
basic flow field. For instance, density variations, counterfl
or cross-flow velocities, surface tension effects and rota
may induce qualitative changes in the observed flow sta
thereby leading to noise amplification, synchronized osci
tions ~Huerre and Monkewitz1!, transition to turbulence
~Lingwood2!, etc. These features may also be used to adv
tage in order to effectively manipulate the flow dynamic
Linear instability theory provides the natural framework f
a quantitative investigation of these phenomena.

The objective of the present study is to assess the e
of swirl on the unsteady development of axisymmetric j

and wakes. We choose to focus on one of the simplest ba
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flow models, namely the plug flow axial velocity profile in
vestigated by Batchelor and Gill,3 to which is superimposed
a solid body core rotation in the form of a Rankine vort
~Thomson,4 Moore and Saffman,5 Saffman6!. Such a velocity
distribution is a first approximation to the measured axial a
azimuthal velocity profiles prevailing close to the nozzle e
in free swirling jets, as studied experimentally by Panda a
McLaughlin7 and Billant, Chomaz and Huerre.8 This con-
figuration has recently been found to exhibit a variety
breakdown states8 above a critical value of the swirl param
eter.

Related earlier theoretical studies have considered
temporal~Lessen and Paillet,9 Lessen, Singh and Paillet,10

Khorrami11! and spatiotemporal~Olendraru, Sellier, Rossi
and Huerre,12 and Delbende, Chomaz, and Huerre13! insta-
sicbility properties of the Batchelorq vortex, a flow that is a

0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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more appropriate representation of the basic state in the
developed region of swirling jets, in trailing line vortices,
in the concentrated vortices generated in confined tube
periments. In particular, the Batchelorq vortex has been
shown to undergo a transition to absolute instability for s
ficiently large swirl, even in the absence of axi
counterflow.12,13 The temporal instability characteristics of
self-similar fully developed swirling jet solution derived b
Görtler14 have recently been analyzed in detail as a funct
of swirl ratio, Mach number, and Reynolds number
Khorrami.15

The goal of the present study is to perform a correspo
ing instability analysis for the Rankine vortex with axi
flow, and to ultimately relate absolute/convective~AI/CI !
transition to the onset of vortex breakdown. The AI/CI tra
sition of instability waves considered here in the context
swirling jets and wakes constitutes a natural generaliza
of two earlier theoretical approaches to the vortex breakdo
problem: the supercritical/subcritical transition theory adv
cated by Benjamin16 in the framework of neutrally stable
nondispersive inertial waves and the group velocity criter
developed by Tsai and Widnall17 for dispersive inertial
waves. In all instances, vortex breakdown is characterize
a transition from a supercritical state supporting only dow
stream traveling waves to a subcritical state supporting b
upstream and downstream traveling waves.

A distinct advantage of the Rankine vortex with ax
flow stems from the fact that the dispersion relation can
obtained analytically in terms of transcendental functio
According to Batchelor and Gill,3 the plug flow jet in the
absence of swirl is unstable for all axial wave numbers
both axisymmetric and helical modes. By contrast, the st
ies of Thomson,4 Moore and Saffman,5 and Saffman6 have
established that the Rankine vortex in the absence of a
flow only exhibits a countable infinity of neutrally stab
dispersive inertial waves for each axisymmetric or heli
mode index. In the present study we intend to fill the g
between these two limiting cases by answering the follow
question: what is the effect of swirl on the Kelvin
Helmholtz instability of jets and wakes? Note that piecew
continuous basic velocity profiles such as the Caflisch cy
drical vortex sheet model with axial flow~Caflisch, Li and
Shelley18 and Martin and Meiburg19! or plane plug-flow jets
and wakes with density jumps~Yu and Monkewitz20! have
recently proved to be convenient analytical models both
purely temporal stability analyses and for the determinat
of AI/CI boundaries.

The paper is organized as follows: the linear dispers
relation pertaining to the Rankine vortex with axial flow
derived in Sec. II. In Sec. III, asymptotic expansions for t
temporal instability properties are summarized both in
high and low wave number regimes~Sec. III A!. These ana-
lytical approximations then serve as a convenient guide
interpret the numerical results presented in Sec. III B. T
absolute/convective nature of the instability is investigated
Sec. IV by numerical implementation of the Briggs–Be
criterion ~Sec. IV A!. AI/CI transition in jets is discussed in
Sec. IV B for axisymmetric modes and in Sec. IV C for h

lical modes. Corresponding results for wakes are present
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in Sec. IV D. We summarize in Sec. V the extent of the
domain in the control parameter plane defined by the sw
ratio S and the external axial flow parametera. The study
concludes with a discussion of the relationship betwe
AI/CI transition and vortex breakdown onset, as obtained
various experiments and numerical simulations.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND LINEAR
DISPERSION RELATION

In the entire study, the flow is assumed to be invisc
incompressible of densityr and governed by the Euler equa
tions. The basic flow under consideration consists of a Ra
ine vortex of core radiusR aligned along thex axis, upon
which is superimposed a plug flow axial velocity profile,
sketched in Fig. 1. LetU, V, W denote the axial, radial, an
azimuthal velocity components in the usualx, r , u cylindri-
cal coordinate system of unit vectorsex, er, eu. The basic
velocity field is then given by

U~r !5U`1DU, V~r !50, W~r !5Vr , if r ,R, ~1a!

U~r !5U` , V~r !50, W~r !5VR2/r , if r .R, ~1b!

whereU` is the external axial velocity,DU the axial veloc-
ity difference across the vortex sheetr 5R, andV the solid
body rotation rate in the core. The basic vortici
v5“3U and pressureP then readily follow in the form

v~r !52Vex , P~r !5P`2rV2~R22r 2/2!, if r ,R, ~2a!

v~r !50, P~r !5P`2
1

2
rV2R4r 22, if r .R, ~2b!

FIG. 1. Sketch of basic flow azimuthal and axial velocity profilesW(r ) and
U(r ).
edwhereP` is the external pressure atr 5`.
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The basic flow is seen to effectively depend on two no
dimensional control parameters: the external flowa and the
swirl S, which are defined as

a[
U`

DU
, S[

VR

DU
. ~3!

For further reference, note that the Rossby number Ro is
simply Ro51/S. Distinct configurations are obtained b
varyinga within specific ranges, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Th
external and core streams are coflowing whena,21 or
a.0 and counterflowing when21,a,0. Jets correspond
to a.20.5 and wakes toa,20.5. The particular values
a50 anda521 are associated with the zero external flo
jet and zero centerline velocity wake, respectively.

The linear dispersion relation is derived by first linear
ing the Euler equations around the basic flowU(r ), W(r )
specified in~1a! and~1b!. The perturbation velocity compo
nentsu, v, w and pressurep are then decomposed into no
mal modes of the form

$u,v,w,p%5$û~r !,v̂~r !,ŵ~r !,p̂~r !%ei ~kz1mu2vt !, ~4!

wherek is the complex axial wave number,m the integer
azimuthal wave number, andv the complex frequency. Two
distinct systems of ordinary differential equations are th
obtained for the eigenfunctionsû(r ), v̂(r ), ŵ(r ), and p̂(r )
in the regionsr ,R andr .R. Corresponding solutions hav

FIG. 2. Evolution of the axial velocity profile with external flow paramet
a. ~a! a>0: jet with coflow. ~b! 20.5<a<0: jet with counterflow.~c!
21<a<20.5: wake with counterflow.~d! a<21: wake with coflow.

1122 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998
to be related via appropriate jump conditions across the di
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placed interface. In the linearized approximation, such c
ditions can be transferred on the undisturbed vortex shee
r 5R. The procedure is outlined below.

In the core r,R, dimensional perturbations are found
satisfy

û8~r !1r 21û~r !1 imr21v̂~r !1 ikŵ~r !50, ~5a!

iv j û~r !12V v̂~r !5r21p̂8~r !, ~5b!

iv j v̂~r !12Vû~r !5~rr !21imp̂~r !, ~5c!

v j ŵ~r !5r21kp̂~r !. ~5d!

In the above system,

v j[v2mV2~U`1DU !k ~6!

denotes the Doppler shifted frequency in a frame of ref
ence moving with the basic flow within the core. Via e
ementary manipulations of~5a!–~5d! it is straightforward to
show that the pressure eigenfunctionp̂(r ) is governed by

r 2p̂9~r !1r p̂8~r !1@k2r 2~4V2v j
2221!2m2# p̂~r !50.

~7!

The general solution of ~7! is p̂(r )5A1Jm(br )
1B1Ym(br ), whereJm andYm are the Bessel functions o
first and second kind of orderumu, andb is defined by

b2[k2~4V2v j
2221!. ~8!

SinceYm is singular atr 50, one must haveB150. The other
eigenfunctions readily follow from~5a!–~5d!, and one finally
obtains

û~r !5 i ~rv j !
21k2b22A1@22Vmr21v j

21Jm~br !

1bJm8 ~br !#, ~9a!

p̂~r !5A1Jm~br !, ~9b!

with Jm8 (br )5]xJm(x)ux5br .
In the external region r.R, the flow is irrotational and

one may define a velocity potentialF such thatu5“F,
with F5w(r )ei (kz1mu2vt). The governing equation is
DF50, which, in terms ofw(r ), reads as

r 2w9~r !1rw8~r !2~m21k2r 2!w~r !50. ~10!

The general solution isw(r )5A2I m(skr)1B2Km(skr),
where I m and Km are the modified Bessel functions of fir
and second kind of orderumu ands[sgn(kr). SinceI m grows
exponentially asr→`, one must haveA250. Note that, as
r→`, Km(skr);e2skr/A2skr/p. The sign functions has
precisely been introduced in the argument ofKm to ensure
that perturbations effectively decay at infinity. The veloc
and pressure perturbations are given by

û~r !5sB2kKm8 ~skr!, ~11a!

p̂~r !52 ir@2v1Va2r 22m1U`k!B2Km~skr!],
~11b!

with Km8 (skr)5]xKm(x)ux5skr .
Across the vortex sheet r5R, continuity of particle dis-

Loiseleux, Chomaz, and Huerre
s-placement and pressure implies that
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TABLE I. Low wave number approximations (k!1) for axisymmetric (m50) and helical (mÞ0) modes.
Here K[ log(2/sk)2C11/4, whereC50.5772 is the Euler constant,m5sgn(m); j m,n is the nth zero of the
Bessel functionJm .

b m50 mÞ0

v̌0
6;62S1(11a)k v̌m;(m12m)S1(11a)k

b!1 v̂m;~m2m!S, if umuÞ1

v̂m;ak1m
k2

2 S1S2KSD, if umu51

b5O (1) v0,n;S 11a1
2S

j 0,n
D k1

2Sk

j 0,n
S 1

j 0,n
1

1

2SD 2

k3 log~sk! vm,n;mS1S11a6
2S

jm,n
Dk

b@1 v0
kh;~11a!k6i

k2 log~sk! vm
kh;mS1~11a!k2m

k2

2S
6 i

k3

2Sumu
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2S
û~R2!

v j
5

û~R1!

v j1DUk
, ~12a!

p̂~R2!5 p̂~R1!. ~12b!

The above conditions yield two homogeneous algeb
equations forA1 andB2 and, in order to obtain a nontrivia
solution, one must set the determinant of the system equ
zero. The following linear dimensional dispersion relation
then obtained:

@v j1DUk#2S 22Vmv j
211bR

Jm8 ~bR!

Jm~bR!
D

52
v j

2b2R2

skR

Km8 ~skR!

Km~skR!
. ~13!

It is convenient to express~13! in terms of nondimensiona
parameters by introducing as length and velocity scales
core radiusR and the velocity differenceDU. Without
changing notations, relation~13! may then be cast into th
dimensionless form

D@k,v;S,a,m#[~v j1k!2S 22mS1v jb
Jm8 ~b!

Jm~b!
D

1
b2v j

3

sk

Km8 ~sk!

Km~sk!
50, ~14!

with

v j[v2mS2~11a!k, ~15!

and

b[kA~4S22v j
2!/v j

2. ~16!

In the absence of external flow (a50), one recovers the
result of Krishnamoorthy.21 If, in addition, S50, our results
reduce to those calculated by Batchelor and Gill3 for the plug
flow jet.

III. TEMPORAL INSTABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, the axial wave numberk is assumed to be

sion relation~14! is solved in terms of the
cyv. It is then straightforward to verify that

May 2001 to 129.104.34.3. Redistribution subject to A
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the dependence on external flow parametera is trivial and
amounts to a simple Doppler frequency shift.

Asymptotic solutions of~14! are presented in Sec. III A
and compared with numerical results in Sec. III B.

A. Asymptotic results

In thehigh wave number regime k@1, one recovers as a
leading-order solution of~14! the complex phase velocity,

c[
v

k
;a1

16 i

2
. ~17!

This is the classical result for the Kelvin–Helmholtz inst
bility of a plane vortex sheet~Drazin and Reid22!. Note that
the result is independent of swirlS. In this limit, instability
waves are solely controlled by the velocity differenceDU:
they fail to ‘‘see’’ the jet curvature and are insensitive
swirl S, at leading order. According to~17!, the temporal
growth ratev i[kci increases linearly withk and there is no
high wave number cutoff. Note that causality cannot be
forced since arbitrarily small scales are amplified. Appro
mation ~17! implicitly assumes thatb, as defined in~16!,
becomes infinite withk. If we assume insteadb!k and
k@1, Eqs.~14!–~16! reduce to

v;~m62!S1~11a!k. ~18!

Such neutral disturbances simply correspond toinertial
wavespropagating in an unbounded medium that is su
jected to a solid body rotation.

In the low wave number regime k!1, one must distin-
guish the casesb!1, b5O (1), andb@1. Leading-order
approximations are summarized in Table I for axisymme
and helical disturbances. According to these results, th
exists,for each azimuthal wave number m, a single unstable
Kelvin–Helmholtz wavevm

kh and an infinite number of neu
tral inertial wavesv̌m , v̂m , vm,n . The neutral modes calcu
lated under the assumptionb5O (1) andb!1 are the ana-
logs of those derived by Moore and Saffman5 and Saffman6

for the pure Rankine vortex with no axial flow. The unstab
Kelvin–Helmholtz modevm

kh obtained whenb@1 does not

seem to have been calculated before: it is clearly associated
with the presence of axial shearDU.

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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Saffman6 suggests that inertial modes be classified
cording to the sign of the Doppler shifted frequencyv j[v
2mS2(11a)k observed in a frame of reference movin
with the vortex core: a mode is said to becograde if
v j.0 andretrogradeif v j,0. According to~16!,

v j56
2Sk

Ak21b2
. ~19!

Thus, in the low wave number limitk!1, b5O (1), one has
~see Table I!

b; j m,n , i.e., v j;6
2Ssk

j m,n
. ~20!

We have sketched in Fig. 3 the Doppler shifted frequenc
v j of the various inertial modes. For the modesv̂m , use has
been made of the high wave number approximation~18! and
the low wave number asymptotic formulas listed in Table
Approximations to the inertial modesvm,n result from the
application of relation~19! with b; j m,n . The real part of
the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz modevm

kh defined in Table I
has also been represented as a thick line. Note that at dis
values km,n of the wave number,Re vm

kh5vm,n , with
I m vm

kh!1. According to the analytical expressions summ
rized in Table I,km,n;64msS2/ j m,n , and, at these wave
numbers we expect resonances to take place between
various inertial modesv̂m , vm,n and the unstable modevm

kH

induced by the axial shear. Figure 3 indicates that s
strong coupling phenomena are likely to involveretrograde
inertial modes form.0 andcogradeinertial modes form
,0.

The examination of the eigenfunctions obtained in
low wave number limit further confirms the physical natu
of the various modes. The pressure distributionsp̂m,n(r ) and
pm

kh(r ) pertaining tovm,n and vm
kh can easily be deduce

from Eqs.~9b! and~11b! by applying the low wave numbe
approximations of Table I. Typical results are displayed
Fig. 4 for the purely real eigenfunctionp̂21,1(r ) p̂21,2(r )
p̂21,3(r ) and forRe p̂21

kh (r ) at three different wave number
k51.1k21,1, 1.1k21,2, 1.1k21,3. The pressure distribution
p̂m,n are seen to be confined to the vortex corer ,R, the

FIG. 3. Sketch of the Doppler shifted frequenciesRe v j (k) of inertial
modesv̂m( – – – ), v̌m ~—!, vm,n ~—! and unstable modevm

kh ~—!. Inertial
mode characteristicsv̂m , v̌m , andvm,n are obtained from Table I and from
~19! with b5 j m,n . The asymptotic limit~18! is indicated by~–•–!. Un-
stable mode characteristicsvm

KH are obtained from Table I.~a! m.0 and~b!
m,0.
number of zero crossings being equal ton11 and the shape
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remaining invariant withk. This feature demonstrates th
thevm,n’s are indeed waveguide modes composed of iner
waves bouncing off the core boundaryr 5R. By contrast, the
pressure distributionRe p̂21

kh (r ) of the unstable mode con
tinuously changes with wave number. Ask decreases
through the resonance pointsk21,1, k21,2, k21,3, etc.,
Re p̂21

kh (r ) successively takes the shape ofp̂21,1(r ),
p̂2,2(r ), p̂21,3(r ), etc.

According to the general analysis of Leibovich, Brow
and Patel,23 columnar vortices with arbitrary radial distribu
tions of axial and azimuthal velocity admit an infinite num
ber of branches for each value of the azimuthal wave num
m. Furthermore, two types of wave motion may be dist
guished.Slow modesby definition have zero phase spee
c[v/k50 and they only exist for the so-called bendin
wavesumu51. Their frequencyv and group velocitydv/dk
both tend to zero ask goes to zero.Fast modes, which by
definition have an infinite phase speed, are such thatv tends
to mV(r 50) anddv/dk tends to a constant ask goes to
zero. The results gathered in Table I are entirely consis
with these properties: the onlyslow waveis v̂m obtained for
umu51 and all the vm,n’s are fast waves. Finally
vm,n→mSask→0.

B. Numerical results

The dispersion relationD@k,v;S,a,m#50 defined in
~14! may also be solved numerically by making use of sta
dard MATLAB routines. Without loss of generality, the ex
ternal flow parameter is set equal toa50, the results for
aÞ0 being easily deduced from those fora50 by a simple
frequency shiftv→v2ak. At a given value of the swirlS,
one then seeks to determine all the temporal branchesv(k),
k real, for each azimuthal wave numberm. The procedure
consists in the following steps: for a given value ofS, m,
and k, the complex functionD@k,v;S,a,m# is first calcu-
lated at each grid point of a mesh in the complexv r2v i

plane, The solutions ofD50 are then given by the intersec

FIG. 4. Evolution of the pressure eigenfunctionsp̂21,1(r ), p̂21,2(r ),
p̂21,3(r ), Re p̂1

kh(r ) with wave numberk in the low wave number approxi-
mation atS50.4. ~a! k51.1 k21,1; ~b! k51.1 k21,2; ~c! k51.1 k21,3.
tion points of the isolinesRe D50 and I m D50. One

IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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obtains a single complex conjugate pairv r6 iv i associated
with the unstable mode and many neutral modes on the
v r axis. These estimates are subsequently used as gues
ues in a direct solver routine forD50 in order to generate
sufficiently accurate numerical values. Solutions for oth
parameters settings are generated by applying suitable s
increments tok andS and proceeding by continuation. Wha
ever the value of the swirlS, our results confirm that, fo
eachm, there exists a single unstable mode that is the c
tinuation of the pure jet mode isolated by Batchelor and G3

for a plug-flow axial velocity profile with no swirlS50.

1. Axisymmetric mode „m 50…

Figure 5 represents the real and imaginary parts of
axisymmetric Kelvin–Helmholtz modev0

kh(k) as the swirl
parameterS is increased in the range 0<S<2. Such unstable
disturbances correspond to the formation of vortex rings
the jet column. Swirl is seen to have a stabilizing influen
but all wave numbers remain unstable whatever the valu
S. Numerical results are in good quantitative agreement w
the low wave number approximation ofv0

kh listed in Table I,
as shown in Fig. 6 for a particular value ofS.

All other axisymmetric modesv̌0
6 andv0,n remain neu-

trally stable for allk andS. Typical variations ofv̌0(k) and
v0,n(k) are given in Fig. 7.

FIG. 5. Temporal instability. Herea50, m50. Real and imaginary parts o
frequencyv0

kh(k) of the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode for different va
ues of swirlS in the range 0<S<2 with incrementDS50.2.

FIG. 6. Temporal instability. HereS50.7,a50, m50. The real and imagi-
nary parts of frequencyv0

kh(k) of the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode
numerical result~—!, low wave number asymptotic formula of Table

~–––!.
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2. Helical modes „mÞ0…

As soon as a finite amount of swirl is introduced, t
reflectional symmetryu→2u is broken and helical mode
1m and 2m, mÞ0, exhibit distinct temporal instability
characteristics. Typical examples are illustrated in Fig. 8
helical bending modesm561 at two distinct positive swirl
settings. In both instances, the negative mode display
larger growth rate than its positive counterpart on the en
axial wave number range. Extensive numerical surveys in
cate that this is always the case. However, this does not m
that all negative helical modes are necessarily more unst
than all positive helical modes. Atlow wave numbers,
v i

kh(m;S) varies as 1/umu, as readily seen from Table I: th
most unstable mode is thenm50 and the least unstable i
umu5`. At high wave numbers, v i (m;S.0) is numerically
determined to decrease continuously with increasingm:
m52` is then the most unstable. In the sequel, we disc
the case of the negative bending modem521.

FIG. 7. HereS50.7,a50, m50. Real frequencyv̌0
6(k) and phase velocity

v0,n(k)/k of neutrally stable inertial modes. The low wave number appro
mation of Table I~•••!. Note that the low wave number approximation fo
v̌0

6 corresponds exactly to the numerical calculations.

FIG. 8. Temporal instability:a50, m561. Real and imaginary parts o
unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz frequenciesvkh (k) ~—! andvkh(k) ~–––! at
21 1

different swirl valuesS. ~a! and ~b! S50.4; ~c! and ~d! S50.7.
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The temporal instability characteristics of the unsta
Kelvin–Helmholtz modem521 are displayed in Fig. 9: the
real and imaginary parts of the frequencyv21

kh (k) are repre-
sented for increasing swirl in the range 0<S<1.5. From

FIG. 9. Temporal instability:a50, m521. Real and imaginary parts o
frequencyv21

kh (k) of the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode for differen
values of swirlS. ~a! 0<S<0.4; infinitely many neutral bands appear
wave number interval 0<k<K(S) ~see Figs. 10 and 11!. ~b! 0.5<S<1.5:
temporal growth ratev i decreases with increasing swirl but all wave num
bersk remain unstable.
these graphs, one may infer that increasing swirl has a d

j

of Table I ~–––!; the low wave number approximation forv̂21(k), v21,n(k) o
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ferent effect on the unstable mode in the two distinct s
ranges 0<S<Sc and S>Sc , whereSc(m521)50.46. In
the rangeS>Sc @Fig. 9~b!#, increasingS decreases the tem
poral growth ratev i of all axial wave numbers, which, none
theless, remain unstable for allS. WhenS<Sc @Fig. 9~a!#,
increasingS appears at first glance to stabilize low wa
numbers in a wider and wider range 0<k<K(S) while high
wave numbers are slightly destabilized. The same gen
trend is observed for higher-order positive and negative
lical modes. However, positive helical mode growth ra
monotonically decrease with increasing swirl in the hi
wave number range. A closer examination of the low wa
number range reveals that the situation is far more comp
as evidenced in~Figs. 10, 11, and 12.!

As soon as a small amount of swirl is applied, a ve
peculiar set of bubble-like structures appears in a finite w
number band 0<k<K(S). For a givenS, any k>K(S) is
unstable, while the range 0<k<K(S) exhibits a sequence o
bubbles of instability@solid curves in Figs. 10~a!, 11~a!#
separated by small wave number bands of neutral stabi
The transition wave numberK(S) between these two re
gimes gradually increases withS. Infinitesimal bubbles of
instability appear as soon asS differs from zero. WhenS
increases towardSc(m521)[0.46, the wave number ex
tent of each unstable bubble widens and neutral bands gr
ally shrink @compare Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!#. Concurrently,
the temporal growth rate envelope decreases continuo
with increasing swirlS. At the limiting valueS5Sc , con-
if-tiguous bubbles occupy the entire segment 0,k,K(Sc) and
FIG. 10. Temporal instability at low wave numbers. HereS50.35,Sc , a50, m521. ~a! Temporal growth ratev i(k) of the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz
mode~–––! and comparison with a low wave number approximation forv21

kh (k) of Table I ~–––!. Resonance wave numbers~3! km,n;4S2/ j m,n calculated
in Sec. III A. ~b! The real part ofv (k)/k2 versus wave numberk; unstable band~—!; neutral band~—!; the low wave number approximation forvkh (k)
21

f Table I ~–––!.
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e50
neutral bands reduce to separation points. Finally, asS ex-
ceedsSc @Fig. 12~a!#, all bubbles ‘‘burst’’ and merge to yield
a single regime of unstable wave numbers throughout.

FIG. 11. Temporal instability at low wave numbers. HerS
low wave number approximation for the growth rate
I m vm

kh deduced from Table I@dashed curves in Figs. 10~a!,

FIG. 12. Temporal instability at low wave numbers. HereS50

Downloaded 03 May 2001 to 129.104.34.3. Redistribution subject to A
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11~a!, 12~a!# is seen to provide a leading-order estimate
the envelope of the bubbles or their remnants.

In order to understand the generation mechanism resp

.45,Sc , a50, m521. The same quantities as in Fig. 10.
sible for bubble formation, it is enlightening to examine the
corresponding variations of the real partsv r @Figs. 10~b!,
.55.Sc , a50, m521. The same quantities as in Fig. 10.
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11~b!, 12~b!# in the scaled formRe v j /k2 vs k, wherev j is
the Doppler-shifted frequency defined in~15!. Low wave
number approximations listed in Table I forvm

kh(k) ~dashed
lines! andv̂m(k), andvm,n(k) ~dotted lines! have also been
represented on each figure. The agreement between
asymptotic formulas and numerical results is seen to be
isfactory. Furthermore, low wave number approximatio
provide a convenient means of labeling the various sta
~thin solid lines! and unstable~thick solid lines! branches
appearing in Figs. 10~b!, 11~b!, 12~b!.

These plots reveal the widespread occurrence of di
resonances between the unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz m
vm

kh and the various neutrally stable inertial modesv̂m and
vm,n . The nature of the interactions giving rise to a gene
qth bubble of instability is sketched in Fig. 13, where it
understood thatq increases with decreasing bubble siz
q51 denoting the largest bubble located just on the left
k5K(S). Let kq,1 and kq,2.kq,1 designate the lower an
upper limits of theqth bubble. At the lower endk5kq,1 of
theqth bubble, the neutral inertial modevm,q merges with a
neutral mode notedṽm

q11 to give rise to an unstable band
Similarly, at the upper endk5kq,2 of the qth bubble, the
unstable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode resonates with the neu
inertial wavevm,q and splits into two neutral wavesvm,q ,
andṽm

q abovekq,2 . Finally, ṽm
1 merges withv̂m at k5K to

give rise to the unstable modevm
kh for all k.

This interpretation is further corroborated by the fact th
the resonance wave numberskm,n;4S2/ j m,n defined by
Re vm

kh5vm,n and estimated in Sec. III A, provide an e
cellent approximation tokq,2 , as indicated by the crosses o
the k axis of Figs. 10~a! and 11~a!. In Figs. 9–13, we have
chosen to illustrate the typical behavior of helical mod
m,0 that results from the resonances anticipated in F
3~b!. A similar phenomenology arising from the resonanc
present in Fig. 3~a! prevails for helical modesm.0. It is not
illustrated here for the sake of brevity. Thus, whenm,0
(m.0), all the cograde~resp., retrograde! neutral inertial
modesvm,q induced by swirl successively interact with th
Kelvin–Helmholtz mode to alternatively produce neut
wave number bands and bubbles of instability. To the infin
countable set of neutral inertial waves is associated an
nite countable set of bubbles of instability that beco

FIG. 13. Sketch of resonance interactions giving rise to a genericqth bubble
of instability. ~a! Temporal growth ratev i(k). ~b! The real part ofv j (k)/k2

versus wave numberk. The same notation as in Fig. 10~b!.
smaller and smaller in size ask tends to zero. The unstable
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mode for the Rankine vortex with axial flow is in fact
coupled mode involving interactions between the pure
stable Kelvin–Helmholtz mode of the plug flow jet3 and the
neutral inertial waves supported by the Rankine vortex4–6

Finally, note that, whenS.Sc ~Fig. 12!, the above interac-
tions are not capable of producing neutral bands but they
significantly affect the behavior of the unstable mode,
evidenced by the bumps in Fig. 12~a! and the undulations in
Fig. 12~b!.

IV. ABSOLUTE/CONVECTIVE INSTABILITY

If, as mentioned in Sec. III B, the effect of the extern
flow parametera on the evolution of temporal waves~k real,
v complex! can be accounted for by a simple Doppler fr
quency shiftv→v2ak, such is not the case for spatia
waves~k complex,v real! and more generally spatiotempo
ral waves~k complex,v complex!.

We now proceed to investigate the absolute/convec
nature of the instability in the Rankine vortex with axial flo
in a2S control parameter space. More specifically, we se
to determine the transition curvesac(S;m) separating the
regions of absolute and convective instability for differe
azimuthal wave numbersm. According to a well-established
criterion ~see Huerre and Monkewitz1 for a review!, the
absolute/convective nature of the instability is ascertained
studying the behavior of spatial branches in the vicinity
saddle points (k0 ,v0) of the dispersion relation~14! in the
complexk plane, given by

D@k0 ,v0 ;a,S,m#50, ~21a!

]kD@k0 ,v0 ;a,S,m#50, ~21b!

]vD@k0 ,v0 ;a,S,m#Þ0. ~21c!

In order to qualify asthe complex absolute wave number0

andfrequencyv0 ,24 the saddle pointk0 must involve pinch-
ing of two distinct spatial brancheskm

1(v) and km
2(v),

which, for large enoughv i.0, are initially confined to their
respective halfk planeski.0 andki,0. Such branches ar
commonly referred to as upstream and downstre
branches, respectively, andv0,i5I m v0 as the absolute
growth rate. Ifv0,i.0 (v0,i,0), the flow is said to be ab
solutely ~convectively! unstable for the particular azimutha
wave numberm under consideration, the transition curv
ac(S;m) being given byv0,i50. In order to conclude as to
the overall absolute/convective nature of the instability
particular settings ofa andS, the analysis must be repeate
for various azimuthal wave numbersm.

A. General procedure

In practice, the method follows the steps illustrated
Fig. 14. For givena, S, and m, the downstream spatia
branchkm

1(v) is retrieved by exploiting the fact that an
point on the unstable temporal branchvm

kh(k) calculated in
Sec. III also belongs tokm

1(v). To such a point indicated by
a star in the complexk plane of Fig. 14~a!, correspond
known values ofv r andv i.0. Thev i5const curve passing
through this point is by definition the locus ofkm

1(v) as v

travels along the correspondingv i5const horizontal line in
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the complexv plane. This curve can be reconstructed
keeping v i constant, varyingv r in small increments and
calculating corresponding complex values ofkm

1(v). The de-
formations of the locuskm

1(v) may be followed by continu-
ation asv i is decreased in small increments. Typical resu
are displayed in Figs. 14~a! and 14~b!. If, as v i decreases
from positive values toward zero, no saddle point happen
be encountered@the case of Fig. 14~a!#, one must conclude
that, for the selected values ofa, S, andm, the instability is
convective. If, in the same process, a saddle point is enco
tered @the case of Fig. 14~b!#, the instability is absolute. In
order to locate the absolute/convective transition po
ac(S;m) for given S andm, the deformations of the spatia
branchkm

1(v) corresponding tov i50 are monitored asa is
decreased from the reference valuea50 in Fig. 14~a!. In the
case of Fig. 14~c!, a saddle point has been detected asa
crosses the critical valueac520.15. To verify that this
saddle point indeed involves an interaction between ak1 and
a k2 branch, the external flow parametera is then kept at the
critical valueac or at a slightly higher value and the defo
mations of the spatial branches are followed asv i is in-
creased away from zero. A typical result is shown in F
14~d!: the interacting branch has been generated atv i50 by
continuation and, asv i increases, one clearly distinguish
the km

1 branch that migrates toward the upper half-k plane
and the interactingkm

2 branch that recedes into the low

FIG. 14. Illustrative loci of spatial branchesk(v) in the complexk plane for
m50, S50. ~a! a50, loci of k(v) as v i decreases from 0.7 to 0 in 0.
increments. The* symbol denotes the starting point on thekr axis obtained
from temporal stability calculations of Sec. III. Convective instability.~b!
a520.2, loci of k(v) as v i decreases from 0.7 to 0 in 0.1 incremen
Absolute instability.~c! v i50, loci of k(v) asa decreases from 0 to20.2
in 0.04 increments. A saddle point appears fora520.154. ~d! a520.2;
loci of k(v) asv i increases from 0 to 0.7 in 0.1 increments. The interact
branch is indeed ak2-type that recedes into the lower half-k plane.
half-k plane. The transition valueac(S;m) has therefore
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been determined for given settings ofS andm and the asso-
ciated saddle pointk0 complex andv0 real has been located
For each azimuthal wave numberm, the procedure is initi-
ated at the reference valuesS50, a50. This configuration,
that corresponds to a plug-flow jet profile with no extern
flow and no swirl, is known to be convectively unstable.

The variations ofac(S;m) and the trajectory of the
saddle pointk0 complex, v0 real right at the absolute
convective transition may then be followed, asS is increased
from the previous reference value, by solving~21a!–~21c!
for k0,r , k0,i , v0 real, and ac . In such a fashion, the
absolute/convective transition curvesac(S;m) and the asso-
ciated complex absolute wave numberk0(S;m) and real ab-
solute frequencyv0(S;m) may be calculated both forjet-like
(a.20.5) andwake-like(a,20.5) configurations.

In the following two sections~Sec. IV B, Sec. IV C!, we
mainly focus our attention on the peculiar properties d
played by the absolute/convective transition in je
(a.20.5). Corresponding results for wakes (a,20.5) are
discussed in Sec. IV D.

B. Absolute/convective transition of axisymmetric
modes „m 50… in jets „a>20.5…

The variations of the transitional external flowac(S;0)
and of corresponding valuesv0 , k0,r andk0,i are presented in
Fig. 15, for jet-like configurations (a.20.5). Domains of
convective (a.ac) and absolute (a,ac) instability in the
a-S parameter plane are displayed in Fig. 15~a!. In the ab-
sence of swirl (S50), the plug-flow jet becomes absolute

FIG. 15. Absolute/convective transition of an axisymmetric mode (m50)
for jet-like velocity profiles (a.20.5). Solid~dotted! lines denote results
pertaining to dominant~subdominant! saddle points. Shaded~clear! areas
denote absolute~convective! instability. ~a! Transitional external flow
ac(S;0) versus swirlS. ~b! Absolute frequencyv0 vs S along the transition
curve. ~c! The real partk0,r of absolute wave number versusS along the
transition curve.~d! The imaginary partk0,i of absolute wave number versu
S along the transition curve.
unstable to axisymmetric disturbances at the critical counter-
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flow ac(0;0)520.15. The amount of counterflow necessa
to trigger an absolute instability of them50 mode signifi-
cantly increases with the swirlS.

The transition curveac(S;0) in Fig. 15~a! exhibits sev-
eral discontinuities in slope. As seen in Figs. 15~b!–15~d!,
such features are clearly associated with ubiquitous jump
the variations ofv0 , k0,r , and k0,i , as S crosses specific
values. In order to understand this peculiar behavior, the c
figuration of pertinent spatial branchesk1(v) and k2(v)
has been represented in Fig. 16, for selected values of
swirl S along the transition curve of Fig. 15~a!. As long as
S<0.8 @Figs. 16~a!–16~e!#, the critical saddle point at tran
sition @the solid segment in Figs. 15~b!–15~d!#, involves the
pinching of thesamespatial branchesk1(v) andk1

2(v). As
S reaches unity@Fig. 16~f!#, the critical saddle point at tran
sition shifts discontinuously: it now involves pinching of th
spatial branchk1(v) with another upstream branchk2

2(v).
The former saddle point has become subdominant and
represented by dotted lines in Figs. 15~b!–15~d!. Corre-
spondingly, the transition curveac(S;0) shifts discontinu-
ously in order to follow the dominant saddle point. This ph
nomenon occurs repeatedly ask1(v) interacts with
successivek2(v) branches for increasing values ofS.

According to the diagram of Fig. 15~a!, it must be con-
cluded thataxisymmetric modes cannot induce a transiti
to absolute instability unless a sufficiently strong counterfl
a,0 is applied.

C.Absolute/convective transition of helical modes
„mÞ0… in jets „a>20.5…

The family of saddle points described in the previo
section also exists for all helical modesmÞ0. As discussed

FIG. 16. The configuration of spatial branchesk1(v) and k2(v) for se-
lected values of swirlS along the axisymmetric transition curveac(S;0) in
Fig. 15~a!. All contours correspond tov i50. ~a! S50; ~b! S50.2; ~c!
S50.4; ~d! S50.6; ~c! S50.8; ~f! S51.
in the sequel, negative helical modesm,0 are found to ad-
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mit an additional family of saddle points that is much mo
‘‘effective’’ in triggering a transition to absolute instability
even in the absence of axial counterflow.

The transitional external flowac(S;m) for this second
family of saddle points pertaining to jet-like velocity profile
(a.20.5) and corresponding values ofv0 , k0,r , andk0,i ,
are displayed in Fig. 17, as a function of swirlS, for differ-
ent negative azimuthal wave numbersm.

Domains of absolute and convective instability for th
second family of saddle points are shown in Fig. 17~a!. In the
absence of swirl (S50), the plug-flow jet becomes abso
lutely unstable to negative helical modes only for large co
terflows ac(0,61)525.24, ac(0,62)520.47, ac(0,63)
520.45, etc. As the swirlS is increased, the amount of axia
counterflowuacu necessary to trigger an absolute instabil
drastically decreases before increasing for large values o
swirl. Jets with weak coflow (a.0) are, in fact, able to
sustain a pocket of absolute instability for sufficiently stro
swirl S, the transitional azimuthal wave numberm increas-
ing regularly in magnitude withS.

The absolute frequencyv0 along each transitional curv
is seen to decrease linearly with increasing swirlS @Fig.
17~b!#. Furthermore, the variations of the complex absol
wave numberk0 with swirl S display qualitatively similar
features for all helical modes, as evidenced in Figs. 17~c! and
17~d!.

It is worth analyzing in more detail the results pertaini
to zero external flow jets (a50). Quantitative estimates o
the range of swirl parameters for which a given helical mo
m is absolutely unstable are displayed in Fig. 18: the low

FIG. 17. Absolute/convective transition of the negative helical mod
(m,0) for jet-like velocity profiles (a.20.5). Shaded~clear! areas denote
absolute~convective! instability. ~a! Transitional external flowac(S;m) vs
S. ~b! Absolute frequencyv0 vs S along the transition curve.~c! The real
part k0,r of absolute wave number vsS along the transition curve.~d! The
imaginary partk0,i of absolute wave number vsS along the transitional
curve.
and upper valuesS1(umu) andS2(umu) defining the limits of
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the absolutely unstable ranges for the zero external flow
@a50, the vertical axis of Fig. 17~a!# have been drawn as
function of azimuthal wave numberumu. The valueSmax of
the swirl associated with the maximum ofac(m;S) over S
@the tip of the parabolas in Fig. 17~a!# has also been repre
sented as a function ofumu on the same plot, even though
does not strictly pertain to the zero external flow case. A
cording to Figs. 17~a! and 18, the jet with no external flow
(a50) is seen to remain convectively unstable belowS
51.61. Note that, according to Fig. 17~a!, the modem5
21 only undergoes an effective transition to absolute ins
bility if a,0, i.e., in the presence of a finite counterflow. A
S exceeds the critical valueS51.61, the plug-flow jet first
becomes absolutely unstable with respect to the helical m
m522, and it remains so in the range 1.61,S,1.71. In the
swirl interval 1.71,S,2.30, the jet becomes convective
unstable again. BeyondS52.30, the flow remains absolutel
unstable for allS and the number of absolutely unstable h
lical modes increases regularly with swirlS within a wedge-
like region bounded by the two effectively straight lin
S1(umu) andS2(umu). The computed values ofSmax also fall
on a straight line lying within the wedge. As seen in F
17~a!, the large number of absolutely unstable helical mo
for largeS is due to increasing overlap between the regio
of absolute instability pertaining to each value ofm.

D. Absolute/convective transition in wakes „a<20.5…

The absolute/convective transition curves for both a
symmetric (m50) and negative helical modes (mÞ0) may
simply be obtained for arbitrary swirl values by tracking t
single saddle point emerging from the absolute/convec

FIG. 18. Absolutely unstable domain in theumu2S plane for jets with zero
external flow (a50). The lower and upper limitsS1(umu) andS2(umu), of
absolute instability, on the vertical axisa50 of Fig. 17~a! vary linearly with
umu. The swirl valuesSmax(umu) at the tips of the transition parabola
ac(S;m) in the half-planea.0 of Fig. 17~a! also fall on a straight line.

Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 5, May 1998
transition pointac(0;m) for zero swirl. The resulting transi-
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tional external flowac(S;m) and corresponding values o
v0 , andk0,r , andk0,i are displayed in Fig. 19, as a functio
of swirl S, for different azimuthal wave numbers.

Domains of absolute and convective instability a
shown in Fig. 19~a!. In the absence of swirl (S50), the
plug-flow coflowing wake@a<21, as in Fig. 2~b!# is always
convectively unstable. For sufficiently large counterflo
11a.0.091 within the core@as in Fig. 2~c!#, the wake is
seen to become absolutely unstable to helical modesm5
61. Critical values of the external flow parameter corr
spond toac(0;61)520.91,ac(0;62)520.84,..., for suc-
cessively higher values ofumu. As the swirlS is increased,
the amount of core counterflow 11a necessary to trigger an
absolute instability decreases very significantly. Just as in
case of jets, coflowing wakes (a<21) are indeed capable o
sustaining a pocket of absolute instability for sufficien
large swirlS.0.47. The transitional azimuthal wave numb
remains equal tom521 until S52.32. For still larger swirl,
it successively takes higher negative integer valuesm522,
m523, etc.

The absolute frequencyv0 along the transition curve fo
each azimuthal wave numberm decreases regularly with in
creasing swirlS @Fig. 19~b!#. Variations of the complex ab
solute wave numberk0 with S display similar features for al
m,0, as illustrated in Figs. 19~c! and 19~d!.

As a typical example, let us examine the effect of sw
on the zero core velocity wakea521. According to Fig.
19~a!, it is convectively unstable for zero swirl and remai
so below the critical valueSc50.47. Above this value, it
becomes absolutely unstable with respect to the helical m

FIG. 19. Absolute/convective transition of axisymmetric (m50) and nega-
tive helical modes (m,0) for wake-like velocity profiles (a,20.5).
Shaded~clear! areas denote absolute~convective! instability. ~a! Transi-
tional external flowac(S;m) versus swirl.~b! Absolute frequencyv0 vs S
along the transition curve.~c! The real partk0,r , of the absolute wave
number versusS along the transition curve.~d! The imaginary partk0,i of
absolute wave number versusS along the transition curve.

1131Loiseleux, Chomaz, and Huerre
m521 and remains absolutely unstable thereafter. AsS in-
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creases to larger and larger values, higher-order he
modesm522, m523,..., successively undergo a transitio
to absolute instability within strongly overlapping interva
of S.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The temporal instability properties of the Rankine vort
with an axial plug-flow velocity profile have been dete
mined as a function of swirl parameterS. The axisymmetric
mode (m50) remains unstable for all axial wave numbe
but growth rates continuously decrease with increasingS.
The introduction of a finite amount of swirl breaks the r
flectional symmetry with respect to the transformati
u→2u, which results in distinct temporal instability prop
erties for helical modes1m and2m. At a givenumu, posi-
tive swirl leads to larger growth rates form,0 than form
.0. However, the more unstable negative helical modes
not necessarily exhibit larger growth rates when compa
with the zero swirl case.In the low wave number range,
small amounts of swirl lead to the formation of infinite
many bubbles of instability separated by neutrally sta
wave number bands. The growth rate envelope decre
continuously with increasing swirl and neutrally stable ban
vanish beyond a critical swirl value.In the high wave num-
ber range, low swirl levels are destabilizing and large on
are stabilizing for negative helical modes (m,0). For posi-
tive helical modes, increasing swirl is always stabilizin
Note that high axial wave numbers always remain unsta
These general trends, namely the stabilizing effect of sw
on positive helical modes, its destabilizing effect on negat
helical modes for moderate swirl levels, are consistent w
earlier instability analyses of fully developed swirling j
profiles ~Lessen and Paillet,9 Lessen, Singh, and Paillet,10

Khorrami,11 and Khorrami15!. Note, however, that the
present necessarily inviscid framework is incapable of c
turing the weakly amplified viscous modes identified
Khorrami.11

According to the above conclusions, the temporal ins
bility behavior does not lead to a clear cut determination
the most unstable azimuthal mode. Absolute/convective
stability considerations are in fact much more effective
discriminating between the various eigenmodes, as discu
below. The AI/CI transition pertaining to jets@a.20.5,
Figs. 15~a! and 17~a!# and wakes@a,20.5, Fig. 19~a!# have
been combined in Fig. 20 to yield a comprehensive picture
the AI domain in thea-S parameter plane for all values o
the external flow parametera. The most striking feature o
this state diagram resides in the fact that only axisymme
and negative helical modes are involved in defining the tr
sition boundary of the AI region.25 Furthermore, the magni
tude of the transitional mode index increases continuou
with swirl parameterS on both jet (a.20.5) and wake (a
,20.5) sides. Concurrently, thea interval of AI is signifi-
cantly wider for swirling jet (SÞ0) than for nonswirling jets
(S50). On the jet side, the AI/CI boundary takes the sha
of overlapping tongues pertaining to distinct negative heli
modes. On the wake side, the boundary is much smoot
higher-order negative helical modes gradually taking ove
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define the transition curve for large swirl. For zero swi
jets/wakes are AI only for sufficiently large counterflow
the range20.91,a,20.15, the lower bound pertaining t
the bending modem521 for wakes and the upper bound
the axisymmetric modem50 for jets. AsS increases, the
transitional modem50, on the jet side, is almost immed
ately superceded by the bending modem521. When the
swirl parameter reaches the valueS50.43, the tip of them
521 tongue barely fails to touch thea50 axis and swirling
jets are then AI to them521 mode for a minimum externa
counterflow amounta521024. The m522 tongue pen-
etrates into the coflowing jet sidea.0 in the range 1.61
,S,1.71, thereby first leading to AI. Beyon
S52.30, weak coflow jets may exhibit AI with respect
higher-order helical modesm523, 24, etc. On the wake
side, AI may take place for coflowing wakes (a,21) as
soon as swirl exceeds the valueS50.47.

The shape of the AI domain is qualitatively similar to i
counterpart for the Batchelor vortex.12,13 In both instances,
swirl strongly promotes AI, which sets in via negative helic
modes of varying order and makes it possible for coflow
jets and wakes to undergo AI. On the wake side of the Bat
elor vortex, the transitional mode is primarilym521, as in
the present case. On the jet side of the Batchelor vortex
successively takes place viam521, 22, 23, 22, 21, as
swirl increases. Them50 mode is then irrelevant since it i
stable. Finally, in contrast with the plug-flow situation, th
Batchelor vortex becomes stable forS.1.5 and, conse-
quently, the AI region is closed toward the high swirl value

It is important to bear in mind that the plug-flow mod
does not take into consideration the necessarily finite th
ness of the axisymmetric shear layer region aroundr 5R. As
a result, arbitrarily large wave numbers remain unstable,

FIG. 20. Absolute/convective instability domains in thea-S parameter
plane for jets and wakes. Shaded~clear! areas denote absolute~convective!
instability.
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there is no cutoff wave number, so that causality can
strictly be enforced. However, it has been checked that
present results are robust when surface tension effects
included in order to attenuate high wave numbers a
thereby ensure the causal nature of the instability.

The above analysis predicts that zero axial external fl
jets (a50) exhibit a transition to AI via them522 mode as
the swirl reachesS51.61 ~see Fig. 20!. The associated criti-
cal value of the Rossby number Ro5S2150.62 has been
represented as a dashed line in the Reynolds number–Ro
number plane of Fig. 21, together with various existing e
perimental and numerical results on vortex breakdown co
piled by Spall, Gatski, and Grosch.26 In spite of its simplic-
ity, the AI/CI ‘‘criterion’’ is seen to provide a reasonabl
estimate of vortex breakdown onset. The AI/CI criteri
‘‘predicts’’ a transition to a predominantm522 configura-
tion, whereas fully mature vortex breakdown is primar
associated with modesm50 or m561 ~see, for instance
Lambourne and Bryer27 and Sarpkaya28!. However, swirling
jet experiments by Billantet al.8 indicate that the precurso
state immediately preceding vortex breakdown onset pro
nently displays anm52 symmetry, as shown in Fig. 22,
feature that is in qualitative agreement with the theoret
results for coflowing jets. In order to establish a more de
nite relationship between these experimental observat
and the present theoretical considerations, we would hav
undertake the AI/CI analysis on the effective measured
locity profiles before and after vortex breakdown onset.
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